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2. 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 
It was realised at the outset of this work that it would be very 
difficult to attempt a scientific and concrete evaluation of all the 
results which had been achieved by the Dominion Museum's Educational work. 
(Throughout this thesis the word 'museum' is to be taken as referring to 
the Dominion Museum's Educational work , unless it is specifically stated 
as not so doing.) There must be so many intangible results which by their 
very nature defy measurement, tha t any attempt to do so would be foredoom-
ed to failure. Nevertheless such material as has been obtained by the use 
of objective scales of measurement does seem ·to me to contain some results 
of value. 
While I have already a cknowledged to the people concerned my 
indebtedness to them; I feel that I must express again in this final result 
my deep gratitude to: 
The pupils who provided the ma terial on which results were based, 
Teachers and Headmasters who co-operated, 
Mr Stannard and Miss Lawson of the Dominion Museum, 
Mr Lopdell and Training college students for their help in 
distributing and collecting the qu estionnaires, 
and all the other people who in any way gave assistance. 
The investigation was originally planned on a somewhat larger 
scale than is set down here, but in actual practice it was found that the 
work involved in what was eventually completed was quite sufficient. 
3. 
The marking and analysing of the various question papers required 
to be undertaken over a much longer period than I thought would be needed. 
consequently there was not time to carry out some of my original intentions. 
As has been done by Mr H.C.Mc~ueen, it would have been possible 
to write a mere descriptive account of the Museum, but this would scarcely 
be of any value as a thesis. Nevertheless, it is necessary to give some 
description of the work, and this will be done in the earlier part of the 
consideration. 
4. 
AIMS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
Before ever the actual investigation began, it was realised that 
a definite formulation of aims would be necessary. Otherwise the work 
would have had no sense of aim or direction. After all, almost everything 
we do in life has some aim even though this may not be given any conscious 
or actual formulation. Nevertheless, if we desire to engage in a search 
after some definite goals, we must have a clear idea of what those goals 
are. The following, then, were the aims of the research: 
1. To find the factual knowledge gained by pupils attending the 
Museum. 
2. To compare this with the Knowledge of the same subjects of 
pupils who have not been in their classes to the Museum. 
3. To investigate the incidence of pupils who have been sufficient-
ly interested to (a) feel that they\ want to acquire further information 
about the subjects studied at the Museum, 
and (b) acquire such information. 
4. To discover the attitude of pupils in classes attending the 
Museum to: (a) the work covered by the Museum, 
and (b) the acquiring of additional information on those subjects. 
5. To discover the attitude of teachers to the Mus.eum. 
as 
6. To discover the opinions of the Museum instructional staffA to 
the work being done. 
7. To discover what attitudes are directly engendered and fostered 
by the Museum. 
5. 
8. To tind the amount of class-room 1 follow up' work that is done. 
9. To discover whether there is any appreciable difference in the 
scoring of pupils in attending and in non-attending classes in a test of 
scientific methodology, based on the material studied at the Museum. · 
A few notes on these various aims may here be of value,as by 
themselves they tend to be somewhat baid and bare. 
Aim 1: --- It was not thought or imagined that any test given could hope 
to find out all the knowledge obtained by the pupils for at least two 
reasons: 
(a) the tests necessary would have to be too large and wide in 
their range to be practicable to administer or to mark; 
and (b) it would not be reasonable to assume either that the 
instruction given to every class attending was exactly the same, or that 
the preparation and follow-up work done in each class would be anything 
like the same. I think that the results vindicate the methods used in 
obtaining them. 
Aim 2: --- The aim of comparison was fairly easy to achieve by the use of 
control schools. While this is a technique which has some pitfalls, it 
is felt that all of these have been avoided in the present instance. More 
details of the techniques and methods employed will be found in the Chapter 
on Methods of Investigation. At the outset it was obvious that any inve-
stigation would have to have some basis of comparison to give it any _real 
meaning. 
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Aim 3: 
Again it is patent that any statement that the present work has 
uncovered anything but the smallest proportion of interests which are 
fostered or engendered cannot be relied upon for two reasons: 
(a) the comparatively small proportion of attending classes that 
was actually used in the investigation, 
and (b1 the impossibility of framing questions which would cover 
anything like all the possibilities of interests. This was proved to a 
large extent by the intensive case-studies which were carried out. Even 
with these it was obviously impossible to measure either the long term 
results produced or the intangible results a chieved. 
Aim 4: 
This questionnaire was aimed at finding out as much as was 
possible within its comparatively small space. It was perhaps the hardest 
to word in such a way that the questions asked did not carry any suggestion 
to the children that they ought to answer them in any particular way. It 
is perhaps a weakness that in all the questions this danger was probably 
not avoided. Hence, some of the resultant answers will have had their 
validity reduced. 
Aim 5: 
As teachers are among those who are most directly concerned with 
the administration and working of the system, it was felt that it was only 
right that they should be given the opportunity to express their opinions 
on the value of the work being done by their pupils at the Museum. 
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Aim 6: 
----- While there are not many opinions represented in the questionnaire 
sent to the Museum•s Educational service, it was felt that these should 
be sought. After all, the Educational staff there have the best opportu-
nity to form some sort of judgement by the very fact that they are able to 
gain a good general picture of the whole organisation. They had been most 
helpful with oral advice and suggestions and they welcomed the chance to 
~ive a somewhat more systematic statement of their various views. 
Aim 7: 
----- This was one of those aims which produced results from which it was 
impossible to ta.'l9ke any generalised or dogmatic deductions. The information 
wl':(c\yh was acquired will be dealt with fully under the Chapter on 'Value 
Of The work Being Done.' In five years• time from when the children 
studied leave Primary School it might be possible to formulate some more 
generalised conclusions. 
Aim 8: 
----- It was thought that this aim would be best achieved by the use of 
somewhat indirect questions. It is highly doubtful whether the asking of 
such a question as, "Do you follow up the Museum•s preliminary lessons by 
your own lessons?", would have produced results that were completely 
accurate and reliable. After all, teachers are only human beings. By the 
use of such questions as, "Are the Museum lessons just extras to your 
Social studies and Nature study work?" or "Do you consider that the social 
studies and Nature study work done lends itself to suitable follow-up 
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work?", it was felt that there was a greater possibility of acquiring a 
true picture of teachers' attitudes. 
Aim 9: --- I encountered g reat difficulty in the construction of this test. 
instance, while it was not desired that the questions should be merely 
those which had been asked in the other questionnaires on the material 
studied at the Museum; framed in other words or form, it was felt to be 
impossible to frame them without a connection of some sort. In a large 
measure the resultant questions were the result of compromise. I t is 
realised that a test of this nature does not g ive by any means a complete 
picture of the child's reasoning powers as seen in Scientific Methodology, 
but it was considered t hat this was the onl :y p racticable means of giving 
any sort of objective opi n ions on the matter. The resul ts produced were 
i nteresting and, I thought somewhat surprising. 
9. 
DESCRIPTION OJ? THE MUS:Ei'UM' S .l!.DUCATIONAL SERVICES. 
It is not intended in this Chapter to attempt to describe all 
of the facilities which the Museum provides, as for instance its loan 
service to country schools; but rather to deal more especiall~ with those 
aspects which have a direct bearing on the subject of this present inves-
tigation. 
1. INSTiiUCTIONAL WORK IN THE MUSEUM: 
(~uoted from Annual Report of the 
Education Officer, Dominion Museum. For the year Ending 31st March, 1947.) 
classes have been limited to primary Schools, Public and Private, with 
the work more suitable for Stds.3 and 4. Just a few odd display cases 
have been available for lessons, most of the exhibits for the 18 lessons 
covered being set up as required, this causing a great deal of extra work. 
From 36-40 classes have attended three times a term, for visits of 
approximately 2! hours' duration; on each visit having two fifty minute 
lessons, a half-hour illustrated lecture, and an interval. This is 
equivalent to about 25,000 children having attended for the usual shorter 
period of about li hours. Experience appears to be proving the advantages 
of the longer visits. No provision could be made fer more senior classes 
to make regular visits because of our present difficulties; but odd 
classes from primary, intermediate, and secondary schools havt:i;g- attended 
for special request lessons. Some classes were unatle to attend the 
Museum because. of transport difficulties. ( end of qt0ta ti on) 
io. 
DETAILS 0]' PRES:B;NT OBGANISATION: 
As has already been indicated, the in-
structional work at present is virtually limited to groups from Standards
 
3 and 4. A general idea of the organisation of classes has also been 
given. Under the system which existed at the time the investigation was 
carried out, three separate courses of studies were provided. These 
courses were grouped together in the following manner: 
Group A/B 
Group C/D 
Group E/F 
B IlillS AND P .LANT S • 
AUSTH.8.LIA AND INSECTS. 
SEA AND SHOHE LIFE AND AOHIS. 
Teachers are given the opportu,nity to 
select which of these three pairs they would like their classes to study 
during a given term. This necessitates three visits to the Museum in 
that term; each visit being of approximately 2! hours• duration. Provisi
on 
is also made for those teachers who do not desire the grouping of subject
s 
indicated above by giving them the chance to group two separated parts 
of two courses together. For instance a teacher may elect to have his 
class studying at the same time Birds and Insects. Each of the pairs 
above is further divided into three sections to correspond with the three
 
visits, as fol l ows: 
A (BIRDS) 
B lPLANTS) 
C lAUSTRALIA)· 
1 Birds and bird structure. 
2 Forest inhabiting birds. 
3 F lightless birds. 
1 How a tree grows. 
2 Softwoods. 
3 Hardwoods. 
1 Aborigines. 
2 Great Barrier Reef. 
3 Wild Life. 
11. 
D (INSECTS) 1 What is an insect? 
2 Moths and butterflies. 
3 Bees. 
E (SEA & SHORE LIFE) 1 Birds. 
2 Other Animals. 
3 Fish. 
F ( AO IS) 1 Shelter. 
2 Clothing. 
3 Food. 
It should perhaps be made clear that each class covers pretty 
well identical ground at each visit. This is done by dividing a class 
into two groups containing an equal numbe~ of boys and girls. The normal 
programme consists of two group les s ons; punctuated by the showing to 
the whole class of a film whicp is of either topical or general interest. 
All the classes present at the Museum see this film together. Use is 
occasionally made of the Museum's collections of s l ides, as for ins t ance 
in the lessons on bees. 
PREPAH.ATION WORK: ---------- Generally, before a class goes to the Museum the teacher 
is provided with a brief outline of the subject ma tter which the lessons 
to be g iven will contain. (s ee Appendices a t the end of this Thesis.) 
By this mea ns the teacher can, if he so desires, prepare the l essons 
beforehand with his cla ss. This has not i n practice been found to detract 
from the interest of the actual Museum lesson to the children. On the 
contrary there is evidenc e to show that it leads to a better appreciation 
of the lessons by classes, as the are not ha ving something sprung upon 
them suddenly. The Museum has such a wealth of illustrative material 
a va ilable and in a ny case the method of approach to the subject by another 
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teacher is bound to vary, so that there is little possibility of wise 
preparation work having anything but value in it. The brief notes that 
are provided for the teachers do not mean that they will take the oppor-
tunity to prepare the class so that the lessons may be more fully 
understood. In f act, practical results at the Museum seem to indicate 
that many teachers do not. 
•FOLLOW-UP' WORK: 
Again, after a visit, teachers are given either briefly 
annotated black and white illustrations of the material studied, such as 
on Australian Aborigines or insect development; or else notes perhaps 
m~re fuller than the preliminary ones. Each lesson given also contains 
sufficient material to suggest ample follow-up work. The active pursuit 
of interests aroused by the lessons provides still further avenues for 
this essential aspect of the work. 
13. 
METHODS OF INV~STIGATION. 
It wa s decided that the only reliable way of ascertaining
 if 
there was any appreciable difference between attending a
nd non-attending 
schools in so far as knowledge of the subjects to be inv
esti,gated was 
,n 
concerned, was by the use of objective tests t::c particip
ating schools 
and an equal number of non-participating schools. As th
ere were a large 
number of private schools which have classe s attending th
e Museum, it 
was decided to seek their co-operation in the research to
o. As in the 
case of most of the public schools, this was willingly g
iven. 
Tests A/B, C/D, ~/F, and the s cientific Methodology Test
, (cal l ed 
an Attitude Test for convenience• s sake on the actual pa
pers), were first 
made up as a rough draft. These were then submitted to 
the Museum•s 
Educational staff for their comments and suggested alter
ations, as well 
as to various other competent authorities. As a result 
of their help 
some questions were altered in wording, some were omitte
d, and still others 
were completely reframed by being bro ken up into various
 sections, or 
otherwise amended. These amended questionnaires were the
n tried out on 
t wo or three sample classes. With minor exceptions they 
s eemed as if 
they would be satisfactory. 
Six schools, or rather six classes in each section, were
 selected 
to do the various tests. Unfortunately two of the schoo
ls chosen as 
•controls• could not see their way clear to undertake the
 four tests; 
one because •the tests are only about the things they le
arn at the Museum•, 
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the other because the Head Teacher concerned told me at the last minute 
that he had had so many staff changes during the term that he could not 
undertake the tests. prior to that he had given me to understand that 
he was quite willi~g to do so. I had already managed to replace the 
first school that did not participate, but it was too late to do the 
same for this second school. All together then there were five control 
schools; four public and one private. As has been said, it was hoped 
to make this up to six, but this proved to be impossible. 
The schools were chosen so as to give as wide a geographic 
range as possible. Thus there were schools in the North, south , East, 
J est and central parts of the city. AS far as possible each class was 
balanced in two separate ways:- by a school in the same area with the 
same or similar class. By this method it was hoped to provide as 
accurately as possible a correct basis of comparison. This was not 
always practicable. The final placings of the tests were as follows:-
Tl!:ST A/B: Clyde ~uay Std .4. c. 
Karori Convent Std .3-= 6. w. 
Marist, Thorndon Std .4 - ~- N. 
Miramar south Std.4. E. 
Newtown Std.4. s. 
Te Aro Std.3. c. 
T..t!iST C/D: Clyde ~ua;y Std.3. c. 
Clyde ~uay Std.4. c. 
Kelburn Std.4. w. 
arist Newtown Std . 4. b. 
Wades town Std .3 - 4. N. 
r orser Bay Std .3 - 4. ]!; • 
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TEST E/F: Berhampore Std.4. s. 
Clyde Q,uay Std.3. c. 
Hatai tai Std.3 - 4. E. 
Marist Newtown Std.6. s. 
Newtown Std.3 - 4. s. 
seatoun Std.4. E. 
METHODOLOGY TEST: Kelburn Std.4. w. 
Newtown Std. 4. s. 
arist~.Newtown Std.4. s. 
seatoun Std. 4. E . 
Te Aro Std. 3. c. 
wades town Std.3 4. N. 
MUS~UM ATTITUDE TEST: Clyde Q,uay Std. 3 c. 
Marist Newtown Std. 4. s. 
Newtown Std.4. s. 
s eatoun Std. 4. E. 
Te Aro Std. 3. c. 
Wades town Std.3 - 4. N. 
In the above classification, the letters used at the end stand 
for the area of the city in which the schools are situated. Thu.s it can 
be seen that of the total of 30 classes, or tests administered, 4 were 
in the Northern zone, 9 were in the southern zone, 6 were in the Eastern 
zone, 3 were in the western zone, and 8 were in the central zone. This 
unequal distribution is largely due to the also unequal distribution of 
the classes attending the Museum, and in fact bears an almost identical 
relationship with. it. 
The control schools and their classes were distributed as 
follows:-
Johnsonville Std. 3 • N • 
Island Bay Std. 4 s . 
Lyall Bay Std. 5 E. 
Roseneath Stdi .3 - q c. 
Miramar Marist Std. 4 E. 
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Naturally these control schools did not answer the questionnaire 
on their attitude to the work done at the Museum, but they did undertake 
the other four main questionnaires provided. They did the work at the 
same time as the participating schools did. In some cases it was found 
necessary to vary the day of administration to f'it in with some peculiarly 
local difficulty. 
1:llARKING OF THJ£ COMPLETED PAPERS: 
Before the marking of the papers was 
commenced, I decided on what I would accept as correct answers to the 
various questions. In almost all the cases this involved no consideration 
of judgement and so was a simple enough matter. Generally it can be 
said that the answers which were accepted in the final marking were those 
which showed that the subjects really understood the correct answer, as 
far as this could be judged from their responses. For instance, the 
response of •a square house•, to the question, 'In what kind of hpuse 
does the Australian aborigine live?' was not accepted as being a fully 
satisfactory one. For, after all, while it may be quite correct as far 
as it goes, it does not show that the child understands the correct 
answer. Jn the case of the Methodology Test a certain element of judgement 
may fairly be said to have entered in; nevertheless most of the questions 
were capable of only one really correct answer. Details of the answers 
used as a basis for marking of this paper are given on the next page. In 
spite of the request to give only one response, many gave two, and in some 
cases three answers. These could 1 not, of course, be given any credit. 
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SATISFACTORY ANSv BHS TO ffiTHODOLOGY TEST 
1. 'l'hich one of these three ways is the best to tell if two birds are 
of different kinds? (By their general appearance.) 
2. 1/e know that the starling is not a native of New Zealand because (he 
was brought here by the early settlers.) 
3. If you saw a kiwi that wasn 1 t in the zoo, the most important thing 
to try to remember about it would be (Exactly when and where you saw it.) 
4. we should learn the names of our common native trees because (We can 
then tell which tree is which, £E they belong to our own country. Both 
of these answers were accepted) 
kauri 
5. New Zealand/forests should be used for building purposes because 
(There isn't enough other timber to build houses for the peo~le.) 
6. we plant trees on Arbor nay because (People need reminding just how 
useful trees are.) 
7. we should be interested in Australian aborigines because (Not all 
people live in the same way as we do.) 
8. People dive for pearl-oysters mainly to (Find pearls to sell for money., 
9. Th_e kangaroo is inter.esting because ( Its newly born baby is carried 
in a pouch.) 
18. 
lo. The main reason why people study insects is to (Try and learn all 
they can about the animals that live in our world.) 
11. Moths are different from butterflies because (They are not the same.) 
12. Beekeepers keep bees mainly because (They earn money by selling the 
honey.) 
13. The penguin can 1 t swim properly if he gets oil on his feathers, be-
cause (It makes him almost too heavy for his fli ppers to mo~e him along.) 
14. we really shouldn't call a starfish a fish because (He hasn 1 t a 
backbone.) 
15. The whale is no.t a fish because l It has warm blood.) 
16. Fish stay under the water to breathe because (They get f'rom the water 
what other animals get from the air.) 
17. Maori food-houses were built off the ground because (They wanted to 
keep animals out.) 
18. Maori men were tattooed because (It was a custom of the Maoris.) 
19. If you saw a bird flying round that you had never seen before, would 
you (Look carefully at it to try and remember all you possibly could about 
it.) 
20. The early Maoris did not eat mutton because (There were no sheep in 
New zealand then.) 
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In the Methodology Questionnaire the keeping of a uniform sta-
ndard was a simple matter. The making of a key to fit the papers and 
show the correct answers as outlined on the previous pages was easily 
enough done. In question 4 of this paper, it was considered that both 
the two alternative answers allowed as correct were reasonable ones. 
The question papers on the subjects studied at the Museum were 
a bit more difficult to lay down a scale of correct answers for. While 
I had thought what were to be considered as the correct answers to the 
various questions, there were many others, equally correct which I had 
not considered in a~ first drafting of them. For instance, in question 13 
in paper E/F,; "Why was the whare pataka, or food store-house, built off 
the ground?"; I had thought of the correct answer as being 11 to keep out 
the native bush rats, or dogs." some pupils answered that it was to 
keep out the damp. As this was an equally valid response, it had to be 
scored as correct. The only badly-worded question in the main papers 
proved to be, "Did the Maoris steam or roast their food in the ovens?" 
To this many pupils replied, "Yes. 11 This could not be given any credit. 
Where pupils provided alternative answers where these were not asked for, 
and one was correct but the other incorrect; no credit was given. The 
reason for this was that in my opinion it indicated that the pupils were 
not certain which answer was the correct one. In some further cases 
of 
pupils provided answers I{ the correctness of which I was uncertain ,. 
myself. This meant a certain amount of added research work, and as a 
result I learned quite a few additional facts for myself. 
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SCORING OF THE COMPLETED PAPERS: 
For the sak~ of ease and convenience in 
the subsequent tabulation~ the mar~ in the four papers, A/B, C/D, E/F, 
and Scientific Methodology, were recorded as percentages. The papers 
were then sorted into numerical order. Full details of this will be 
given in the later section of this Chapter which deals with Tabulation 
of the results. The following details explain the methods by which the 
various scores were converted to percentages: 
Test C/D: 
Test E/F: 
Methodology Test: 
There were 20 questions in the paper, 
two of which had two parts to their 
answers. This gave a total of 22 marks, 
allowing one for each correct response. 
The total of the marks obtained was then 
multiplied by 4}. rn all cases, the 
total was taken on to the next mark, if 
there was a half mark involved. 
E.G. A total of 11 marks gave 11 X 4i: 
49}, which was regarded as 50%. 
There were 20 questions in this paper, 
too. Four of these had two parts to 
their answers, and the question on three 
New zealand moths' names proved too 
difficult for almost all pupils. conse-
quently it was considered as having a 
value of one mark only. This gave a 
total of 25 and a percentage was then 
readily obtained. There were only about 
six pupils who knew the names of more 
than one moth, and ~~jr narks were 
converted separately to percentages. 
There were 20 questions, which gave a 
total of 25 marks. These raw scores 
were then just multiplied by 4. 
There were 20 questions each of which 
carried the same value of one mark. The 
raw scores were multiplied by 5. 
21. 
TABULATION OF MAHKS: 
Rather than doing all the tabulation of the results 
after all the papers had been marked, I decided to do this as each lot 
of papers was marked. While the total amount of work necessary in the 
two methods may be the same, this method served the additional purpose 
of breaking the monotony of marking the papers. 
As~ has been mentioned, the completed papers were 
firstly marked and then sorted into numerical order, with the highest 
number on the top. A frequency tabulation of the group was then made. 
From this the Median score was calculated, while the Mean Score was also 
arrived at in the usual manner. The totals were then checked to make 
sure that no results had been omitted. 
22. 
ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS. 
In the graphs of the results of individual clas
ses in the 
particular tests which follow, and in the simi
lar graphs of the whole 
group of classes which performed the same test,
 there are several points 
which should be noted at the commencement. 
1. It was thought that a frequency graph of the
 results of each 
class gave the best picture of its results. In
 order to give the best 
and most .accurate picture, it would, of course 
be necessary to convert 
the raw numbers under each class interval to pe
rcentages of the total 
number of pupils participating. As it was not 
desired to give any 
comparison of classes other than between partic
ipating and non-partici-
pating schools or classes, it was not thought t
hat this course was really 
neces sary. 
2. In the graphs which follow after the first o
nes on separate 
classes, the numbers in each class interval hav
e been converted to %ges. 
of the totals in the groups . By t hi s method a 
better comparison is 
given, and a more correct perspective of the p
lacings may be gained. It 
must again be remembered that the comparison d
esired is between groups 
of classes rather than between individual class
es. 
The names of the schools have been omitted purp
osely, in order 
to be sure that no impression in the comments 
on the results may be 
interpreted as reflecting in any way on the sch
ool, class, or teacher 
concerned. 
23. 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST A/B : 
SCHOOL: A 
MEAN: 55% 
RANGE: 27 - 81 
NO. OF CASES: 42 
CLASS: S.4 
SCHOOL: C ----
MEAN : 76% 
RANGE: 59 - 86 ----
NO. OF CASES: 34 -
Q.LASS: s.3 - 6 
SCHOOL: E 
MEAN: 48% 
BANGE: 23 - 72 
NO. OF CASES: 32 
CLASS: S.3 ---
§.CHOO~: B 
MEAN: 66% 
,BANGE: 36 - 90 
NO. OF CASES: 38 
.QLA§§.: s.4 - 5 
SCHOOL: D 
MEAN: 52% 
flANGE: 32 - 77 
NO. 0]' CASES: 41 
Q.LASS: s.3 
.§.QHOOL: F 
MEA~: 60% 
flANGE: 27 - 81 
!!_2-=-9,F CASES: 31 
CLASS: S. 4 ---
24. 
I t I I I j 1 l TEST fu:B. 
goHIZONTAL SCALE: 3/~ VERTICAL SCALE 
' /0 ! { .t o .tf JO Ji' ,4,0 ,tf fO 3f' 
bO l,f 1° 7r f'O 
SCHOOL F 
SCHOOL E 
I 
SCHOOL D 
SCHOOL C 
SCHOOL B 
SCHOOL A 
ff /t?O 
25. 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST C/D: 
§.QHOOL: A .§CHOOL: B 
MEAN: 63% MEAN: 49% ---
RANGE: 40 - 92 BANG~: 12 - 88 --
NO. OF CASES: 36 ~.Q!.-2!._CASES: 30 
.CLAsa: s. 3 - 4 Q!,ASS: s.4 
SCHOOL: C SCHOOL: D ---
- MEAN: 44 % MEAN: 53% 
RANGE: 12 - 80 f!ANGE: 20 - 80 
NO. OF CASES: 42 NO. OF CASES: 33 -
CLASS: s.3 - 4 £!,AS§: s.3 ---
SCHOOL: E §CHOOb: F ----
MEAN: 56% M]AN: 58% 
RANGE: 40 - 72 RANGE: 20 - 76 ---- ---
NO. OF CASES 17 NO': OF CASES: 42 -
CLASS: s.4 Q.LASS: s.4 ---
. 
HOHlZONTAL SCALE: 3/, VEHTIC!~ 
SCHOOL F 
SCHOOL E 
SCHOOL D 
SCHOOL C 
SCHOOL B 
SCHOOL A 
r-1 
f' 60 6f /0 /' (O ff fO /5" /00 
27. 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST EiE: 
£CHOOL: A SCHOOL: B 
MEAN: 82% MEAN: 657~ 
EANG;§: 52 - 100 _BANGE: 28 - 92 
N.Q~E_CASES: 32 . NO. OF CASES: 43 
Q.!iASS: F.2 .QLASS: s.4 
SCHOOL: C SCHOOL: D ---- ----
MEAN: 71% ,MBA~: 60% 
RANGE: 44 - 92 !i~NG:fil: 16 - 84 ---
NO. OF CASES: 31 NO. OF CASES: 45 
Q.!iASS: S.4 Q.LASS: S.3 - 4 
SCHOOL: E ----
MEAN: 59% 
RANGE: 12 - 92 ---
NO. OF CASES: 36 
£LASS: S.3 
28. 
HOHIZONTA~SCALJL..:...2.L2. .1.Ji~_E/F. 
VEHTICAL SCALE 
,SCHOOL E 
SCHOOL B 
SCHOOL A 
0 f ;o I f 1.0 11 Jo Jf ; o 4f ro ~ 60 n 6f 70 
29. 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN METHODOLQQX_TE2!: 
SCHOOL: A SCHOOL: B --- ----
IBAN : 71% MEAN: 73% 
RANG~: 50 - 90 fi!NG~: 45 - 95 ---
NO. OF CASES: 44 NO. OF CASES: 43 
CLASS: S.4 CLASS: S.4 ---- ---
SCHOOL: C SCHOOL: D --- ----
MEAN: 53% _MEAN: 72% 
RANGE: 10 - 95 BANGE: 50 - 9) ---
NO. OF CASES: 41 NO . OF CASE 17 ------
CLASS: s.3 - 4 Q.LASS: s.4 
SCHOOL: E SCHOOL: F 
MEAN: 75% EAN: 71% 
RANGE: 50 - 100 RANGE: 35 - 10 --- ---
NO. OF CASES: 48 B.Q.!.....2E_CASES: 42 ------
CLASS: .4 .QLAbS: s.3 ---
30. 
T n [ +L ii I I ,- rr II 
METHODOLOGY TEST. 
ROHIZDNTAL SCAL'.t!i: 
-3/5 VERTICAL SCALE 
jj 
o , 10 if Z " ,U so .Jf .Jo ,1.r .ro ff l,o 6a 70 1' fo tI 10 1/f / IJO 
31. 
In nearly all of the results tabulated on the previous pages, it 
will be noticed that there is a bi-modal, or in some cases a tri-modal 
distribution. This is not as noticeable in the tabulations of the whole 
groups which follow. It would seem to be caused by two main factors: 
the comparatively small number of cases in each class, 
and the variations in intelligence of the cases studied. This 
last suggested factor is borne out in the case of the only two classes 
which were tested for intelligence. The correlations between I.Q., as 
tested by the 'Otis' Group Test, 'B' Form, were •738 ! -131; and •642 ! •21. 
These are very significant figures, and seem to indicate that this may 
be similar in at least some of the other cases. However, it is not 
possible to draw conclusions that will be valid for 23 classes from the 
results of two groups alone. In any comparatively small number we do 
not expect the results to follow the pattern of the Normal curve, and 
it would in fact, be remarkable if they did. For instance, the numbers 
of cases in some of the tests were 218, 164, 187, and the highest number 
235. 
The highest mean score gained in any of the three tests based 
directly on the Museum information was 82~ gained by a Standard 6 class 
in Test E/F, while the lowest was 44 %, gained by a standard 3 - 4 group 
in Test C/D. The mean scores for the whole group of participating classes 
were A/B 64•03%; C/D 53•47%; E/F 65•88%; and Metho~ology 69•32%. 
It is worthy of note here that F, (Maoris), was ranked as first by most 
pupils, and E, (Sea and Shore Life), occupied fourth place. 
32. 
HESULTS OF NON-PARTICIPATING SQHOOL£: 
As has already been mentioned, it 
was not considered necessary to make frequency histograms for the results 
of the individual control classes. It was thought that this might tend 
to lose sight of the essential fact that they were used to give a basis 
of comparison and not for any intrinsic value they might possess. In the 
succeeding pages it is therefore proposed to merely give a record of 
their results and later on a set of g r aphs which compare these sets of 
results. It is perhaps sufficient at this stage to say that of the 
total of 20 controls, (counting the total as 5 classes each doing 4 tests), 
compared with the appropriate class of participating school, only 1 had 
s 
a mean score higher than the mean score of the participating schoo]/; but 
11 had a mean score lower than the lowest mean of the participating 
es 
clas.i. In Test E/F every single control school had a mean score lower 
than the lowest mean score of the participating schools. This was 
rather surprising considering that the subjects of that paper were the 
Maoris and sea and Shore Life. The popular opinion seems to be that 
primary school children form standard Three onwards hear so much about 
Maori history and way of life, that they have a very wide and sufficient 
knowledge of it. As half the questions were on the Maoris, even if 
pupils had lrnown nothing at all about the second part, they could have 
scored 50%. Again, of the control schools, 2 were very near to beaches, 
and it would be expected that pupils in the classes eir would have a 
fair general knowledge of such questions as, "Where would you expect to 
find limpets?", or "Why is the hermit crab given that name?" Results 
proved that such was not the case. 
33. 
NON-PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST A/B: 
SCffOO.J:: A §CHOO.J:: B 
MEA!!: 42 % MEAN 54 ~ 
!}ANGE: 14 - 63 RANGE: 23 - 81 ---
NO.OF CASES: 38 NO.OF CASES: 33 
.Q~: s.3 .QLASS: S.4 
§.Ql!OOL: C SCHOOL: D ---
MEAN: 52 ~~ MEAN: 40% 
RANGE: 32 - 81 flANGE: 14 - 63 --
NO. OF CASES: 33 NO. OF CASES: 31 
CLASS: S.5 .QLASS s.3 - 6 
SCHOOL: E 
MEAN: 47 % 
RANGE: 5 - 77 ---
NO. OF CASES: 33 
CLASS: S.4 ---
34. 
NON - PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST C/D: 
SCHOOL: A SCHOOL: B --- ----
~: 32% M~N: 52 ~ 
RA~GE: 12 - 68 ~NG~: 20 - 80 
NO. OF CASES: 31 NO. O:F CAS~S: 33 
CLASS: S.3 - 6 .QLA.§~: S.4 ---
SCHOOL: C SCHOOL;. D ---
MEAN: _:,6% MEAN: 58% 
RANGE: 16 - 68 RANGE: 24 - 96 ---
NO. OF CASES: 39 NO. Olf CASES 33 
CLASS: S.3 .QLASS: S.5 -
SCHOOL: E ----
MEAN: 43% 
RANGE: --- 24 - 64 
NO. OF CASES: 35 
CLASS: S. 4. -.--
NON-PARTICipATING SCHOOLS' RESULTS IN TEST EU: 
SCHOOL: A .:iCHOOL: B --- ----
MEAN: 421; MEAN: 43% 
RANGE: 20 - 68 RANGE: 20 - 60 
NO. OF CASES: 36 NO. OF CASES: 30 
CLASS: s.4 CLASS: S .4 --- ---
SCHOOL C §CHOOJ::: D 
MEAN: 29% MEAN: 37 J~ 
RANGE: 4 - ,2 fiANGE: 12 - 64 
NO. OF CASES: 35 NO. OF CASES: 29 
CLASS: S .3 QLASS: s.3 - 6 
.§.Q!!OOL: E 
~!!: 45 % 
BANG~: 20 - 64 
NO. OF CASES: 32 
.QLASS: S.4 
~ULTS 
~OOL: 
MEAN: 
RANGE: 
NO. OF 
CLAS§.: 
SCHOOL: 
~: 
~: 
NO. OF 
Qg§.§: 
36. 
OF NON-PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN METHODOLOGY TEST: 
A 
62 % 
20 - 90 
CASES: 39 
S.3 
C 
83 Jo 
65 - 95 
CASES: 28 
S.5 
SCHOOL: 
MEAN: 
RANGE: ---
NO. OF CASES: 
.QLAS.S: 
8CHOOL: -----
ME_Mi: 
HANG~: 
NO. O:b' CASES: 
.QLAS§.: 
MEAN: 73% 
BANG~: 30 - 90 
NO.__Q.E_CAS]§.: 32 
CLASS: S.4 
B 
72 J., 
35 - 90 
35 
.4 
D 
73% 
25 - 95 
30 
S.3 - 6 
37. 
HE1U~NCY HISTOG.ka FOR COMPAHISON OF .l:iliSULTS IN TEST A~. 
(PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN HED INK.) 
(NON-PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN GliliEN INK.) 
HORIZONTALS~ E~UALS VERTICAL SCALE. 
r------1----- ~ 
" ----- ~ 
-~ 
38. - ~ 
rlE~ENCY HISTOGHA S :B'OH COMPAhISON OF .tillbULTS IN TEST QL;Q. '--
(PABTICIPATING SCHOULS IN HED INK.) 
(NON-PAHTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN GREEN INK.) 
HORIZONTAL SCALE E~UALS VERTICAL SCALE. 
' 
"" - ------ ~
39. 
'.HE UENCY HISTOGRAMS FOR COMPARISON OF RESULTS IN TEST ~F. 
{PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN ffED INK.) 
(NON-PAhTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN GRE~N INK.) 
HORIZONTAL SCALE E~UALS VBRTICAL SCALE. 
-~ 
40. 
FOR COMPARISONS OF RESULTS IN 
METHODOLOGY TEST 
(PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN RED INK.) 
(NON-PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS IN GREEN INK.) 
HORIZONTAL SCALE E~UALS VERTICAL SCALE. 
-~ 
---- -------
.ltuwv 7 I 'f' % 
/"f£a,., ' r·.1.21' 
~ 
t---
.... ... 
[ 
41. 
TABULATIONS OF COMPARATIVE RESULTS IN TESTS: 
- Before proceeding to a more 
full analysis of the comparisons between the participating and control 
schools, I propose to set out in table form the information from the 
diagrams on pages 37 to 40. This may perhaps give a more ready picture 
of the differences in individual class intervals than do the graphs. 
As has been mentioned on page 22, these scores were converted to percent-
ages of the totals in the various groupp,with the aid of a calculating 
machinet · While they are correct to two decimal places, it must not be 
thought that the graphs are similarly accurate. rn them one-tenth of an 
inch was the unit of calculation, and the other decimal figures were 
estimated. It is not for instance feasible for an ordinary ruler to 
measure accurately •0716 of an inch. 
42. 
TABULATIONS OF COMPARATIVE RESULTS. 
{PARTICI~lNG SCHOOLS' '.HESULTS ON LEFTi.._CO TROL SCHOOLS ON RIGHT.) 
£_1.ASS_lNTERVALS 
- 100 
91 - 95 
86 - 90 
81 - 85 
76 - 80 
71 - 75 
66 - 70 
61 - 65 
!:>6 - 60 
51 - 55 
46 - 50 
41 - 45 
36 - 40 
31 - 35 
26 - 30 
21 - 25 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
6 - 10 
1 - 5 
JJ/1,f'!'IC If' lfrflYtr 
!_OF TOTA!! 
2·294 
5•505 
11·468 
8•716 
8•257 
11•468 
8· 257 
10•550 
12•385 
11•009 
4•128 
3•211 
2•294 
0•459 
lOO·OOlf} 
co;vrtoi . 
~ OF_TOTAL 
1·190 
1.190 
1•190 
1•190 
8·333 
11·310 
17•262 
24·405 
8•333 
8·333 
3•571 
1•786 
1.190 
1°190 
0•595 
99·997% 
DIFFERENCES OF CONTROL FROM 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 
-2·294 
-4·315 
-10·278 
-7 • 526 
-7·067 
-3·135 
-t3 • 05 3 
+6· 712 
-3•456 
+13•396 
+4-205 
+5•122 
t1•327 
+1•190 
+1•190 
+0•595 
43. 
_!EST cm 
Pl1Ri"IC I PATtNC:r . CONTROL ll]'F1£RENCJ£S OF CON-
CLASS INTERVALS .,~ OF .,. TOTAL % OF TOTAL TH<L FHOM PARTICIPATING 
96 - 100 •585 •585 
91 - 95 0•50 -0•500 
86 - 90 1·00 -1·000 
81 - 85 2-00 1·170 -·830 
76 _ 80 6·00 2•924 -3•076 
71 _ 75 8•5o 2.339 -6•161 
66 - 10 7•50 5•263 -2· 237 
61 65 11•00 2•339 -8·661 
56 - 60 l9•00 11•111 -7-889 
51 _ 55 6•00 4•678 -1·322 
46 _ 5o 6•00 9•357 +3·357 
41 - 45 7•50 10·526 +3.026 
36 - 40 12•00 19 •298 +7·298 
31 _ 35 3•50 10•526 + 7 • 026 
26 _ 30 2•5o 5•263 +2•763 
21 - 25 o•B9 8• 187 +s· 137 
16 - 20 4•50 5•263 +o.763 
11 _ 15 2·00 1•170 -0-830 
6 10 
1 5 
100•000% 99·~99~ 
44. 
~.Ml 
CONTROL DIFFERENCES OF CON-
CLASS INTEBVALS ~ OF TOT.Af tLQF TOTAL THOL FROM PARTICIPATING. 
96 - 100 2•139 -2•L39 
91 - 95 3 • 743 -3•743 
86 - 90 7 • 487 -7•487 
81 - 85 6 • 952 -6•952 
76 - 80 20·321 -20•321 
71 - 75 9 •626 -9·626 
66 - 70 5 ·882 •617 -5·265 
61 - 65 3 • 74 3 4•321 +578 
56 - 60 17·647 10•494 -7·153 
51 - :>5 5 • 348 8•025 +2 • 677 
46 - 50 2·674 8•025 +5 • 351 
41 - 45 3•209 11°728 tB· 519 
36 - 40 7· 487 1 7 ·284+ t-9•797 
31 - 35 1•604 11°728 tlO•l24 
26 - 30 l•o7o 14• 198 +13• 128 
21 - 25 6•173 -+£•173 
16 - 20 •534 4·938 t4 • 404 
ll - 15 • 534 1•235 t-101 
6 - 10 
1 - 5 1•235 tl•235 
- --
100•000~ 100• 901 
45. 
METHODOLOGY TEST 
,1',1,ff'lv!P //rf/y'4- . CONTROL DH EFIBNCES O:B' CON -
QLASS I NTERVALS ~ OF TOT.AL Jo OJ!" TOTAL TROL FH~AHTICIPATING 
96 -100 •85 -·85 
91 - 95 ·85 3•66 +2.s1 
86 - 90 10• 62 10• 38 -·24 
81 - 85 5•95 9·15 t3•2b 
76 - 80 13•62 17· 69 t4 •07 
71 - 75 16•59 13·40 -3•19 
66 - 70 13•20 14•01 +o•Bl 
61 - 65 14•06 10•38 -3·68 
56 - 60 6•39 7·31 +0• 92 
51 - 55 7•24 3•66 -3·58 
46 - 50 2•56 2• 44 -0•12 
41 - 45 •85 2 • 44 tl•59 
36 - 40 •42 1•22 +0 •80 
31 - 35 2•12 2•44 +0•32 
26 - 30 1·70 •61 -1•09 
21 - 25 ·85 • 61 -0•24 
16 - 20 •85 .61 -0·24 
11 - 15 
6 - 10 1·28 -1•28 
1 - 5 
100•00~ 100•01% 
4 6. 
There is ample illustration in the preceding pages of the 
fact that the mea n scores of the classes in the tests are much higher 
in the case of these schools which have sent their cla sses to the Museum. 
It was expected t hat this might be so; but investigation was necessary 
before it could be stated as a fact. 
The following table summarises the information gained under 
this heading : 
TEST M.EANS- ~ ANS- DH 'l!'Bl-IBNCES -------ATTENDING NON ATTENDING O:B, NON 
ATT.t!.NDING 
CLASSES ----
A/B 59•49% 4 7 • 26 70 -12•23~ 
C/D 53•83% 43•85 % -9·98% 
E/F 65 • 887; 39• 18% -26•70% 
THODOLOGY 69·32% 71• 95% +2·63p, 
All of these d ifferences may be considered as having some 
statistica l significance. It is realised that a diffe rence ofr 2•63 %, is 
not as important as one of- 26•70~. 
In all the ca ses where there a re noticeable out of pla ce peaks 
or depressions in the gr a phs, they have been caused by the influence of 
one class, or in a f ewer number of ca ses -by two classes,which have gained 
the unusual number of fre uencies in high or low marks as the case may be. 
47. 
COMPAHISONS OF .FiliSULTS OF PAHTICIPATING_SUHOOLS. 
AG~ CO rPAhISONS: 
While it ha s be en stated that it was not desired to make 
many comparisons in the reults of the participating schools; there is 
some value to be gained by the comparison of the results of the whole 
group of participating schools with the general mean, under the headings 
of Age ; s chool Class; and s ex. The fol l owing tables seek to summarise 
the information on the various tests in these sections. In some cases 
(~ the means are ba sed on only a dozen or so cases; for instance in 
the cases of 8 and 14 yea r old children. 
T..t!.iST ~£!. 
AGES ~ IN Tl!.A S) Ml!iANS 1P~HC~NTaG~S) DI:b:B .:b;H.bNC~S FHOM GHOUP ID;AN 
8 p(t• 00% +=>•49% 
9 4 9 . 74% -9•7".> % 
10 4 7· 08% -2 • 41% 
11 58•3".>% -l • 14% 
12 5 7 • 48 70 -2•01% 
13 67 • 75 ~o +8•26% 
AGES 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IN Y.!!iAHS 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
48. 
TEST_QL.Q. 
MEANS lP:rl:HCbNTAG.ES) 
M.t!;ANS 
51•20% 
4 6 • 54% 
56•635,, 
58•32% 
6 0 • 73% 
6 2 • 66 f 
40•00% 
'.f EST J!, [!_ • 
lP.!!il.iCENTAG.h:S) 
51•56% 
74·00% 
6 3 • 52% 
70-33% 
82•82 ~v 
80°27% 
-04 • 00% 
56 • 51J 
48·oo% 
I 
DH"lt'EH.J.mCES :FRO GHOUP MEANS 
-2·63% 
-7·29% 
+2 ·80% 
f4•49 % 
4-6. 90% 
f8•83 % 
-13·83% 
DIJ(b,.i!,R.E CES FRO GROUP _ N 
-14. 32 70 
+8 ·12% 
-2·36% 
-f4 •45% 
~6 · 94% 
+14 ·39% 
-1•88% 
- 9·37% 
-17" 881, 
.AGhti INY~HS) 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
49. 
METHODOLOGY TnST • 
4 7 • 50Jo 
6 3· 41% 
6 9 · 60% 
72• 9370 
81•56% 
85· 15% 
67·5870 
DIFFER..l:!.lCES FROM GROUP MEAN. 
-21•82 % 
-5 • 91% 
1'0 • 28% 
~3·61% 
1'12 • 23;,o 
"1'15•83% 
-1·74% 
With the exception of the results in Test A/B, these tables 
show quite clearly two main things: 
(a) at both ends of the age scale there a re fairly marked 
differences from the general group mean, ranging from -21•82% to -1•74%. 
and (b) in the midale part of the age range there is generally 
fairly close approximation to the general mean, or else there is a vary-
ing degree of positive difference from the mean, to offset the negative 
differences in the higher· and lower reaches . 
From these results it would appear that children in the higher 
age groups for their classes who would normally be of lower intelligence, 
tend to score lower than those in the average age group, bearing in 
mind that most of the classes in the study were standard 3 or 4 classes. 
As a general trend it may be noticed that the lower age groups are not 
5o. 
as far below the general mean as are the higher age groups. 
SCHOOL CLASS CO PAHISONS: 
While there are fewer classes represented than 
there are ages because 01· the present nature of the Museum, s work , there 
are a few interesting comparisons possible between the various school-
classes. The tables that fol l ow set these out in concrete form: 
§..Q!iQOL-CLASS 
STD. 3 
STD. 4 
STD. 5 
;;OHOQL-CLASS 
STD. 3 
STD. 4 
SCHOOL CLASS 
5TD. 3 
STD. 4 
STD. 6 
TBST A/B. 
CLASS MJ:<.;AN. 
52•00% 
60•40% 
66•00% 
CLASS M£AN. 
43•64 % 
62•85 70 
49-94 % 
67·20% 
82·00% 
TBST E/F. 
DIFFE.tlliNCES FHO GHOUP MEAN. 
-7·49J~ 
+0•91% 
1-6•51% 
DIFFEflliNCES :b,HO GROUP ~. 
-15 • 94 % 
-+ l • 32% 
-4-16°12% 
From all these tabulations it can be seen that the higher the 
class, the higher the mean. This was expected, but not shown until this 
investigation. There are probably othe~ chance factors entering into 
these results where only a few class groups are used. For instance, (~J 
only one Std.6 group performed Test E/F , and in it gained a mean of 82%. 
Another Std.6 group doing the same test might have gained a much lower 
5 average, and so reduced the r~ultant mean. rt was not possible to have 
more classes within the scope of this present stud. 
BOYS ' AND G I.kLS' O.H!\iIB : 
Tl!;ST. BOYS' NO.HMS 
A/B 62·05% 
C/D 55•50% 
E/F 67·57% 
THODOLOGY 69•36 7v 
GirlLS' NORMS 
56•20f 
52 • 85Jo 
64 • 975,, 
68• 77% 
DIFl(i!iRENCES 
FROM MEAN 
BOY§ GIHLS 
.,.2. 56 '" -3·29% 
~2-03% -0·62% 
Tl169% -0· 91% 
1-0 • 04% -0• 55 Jo 
The fact that the differences between the Boys' and Girls ' means 
do not cancel out to zero is caused by the fact that taking two means, 
each based on half the data; and then taking the mean of those two results 
will not generally give the same result. 
I think that it is fair to say that with the possible exception 
of the results in Test A/B, there is no significant difference bet veen the 
mean results of boys and girls. In this test there is perhaps a slight 
bias in the boys' favour, in that they would tend to have a greater 
interest in timber than ~ ould the girls. 
52. 
OPI IONS_OF CHILD.KEN O 'l'HE WOHK. 
There may be some who consider that the opinions of children 
on the work they do at the Museum are relatively unimportant; but we 
must remember that in the scheme of work done they are the ones who are 
planned for and expected to benefit. hether or not their opinions are 
perfectly reliable in this respect is, 01· course, open to some question. 
Nevertheless, I feel that they a re of sufficient i mp ortanc e to justify a 
place in this investigation. The schools where the op ini ons of clas s es 
were sought were six: Clyde ~uay, 
Newtown, 
Newtown, Marist, 
s eatoun, 
Te Aro, 
and wa destown, 
Std. 3 
s td. 4 
Btd. 4 
Std. 4 
S td. 3 
..; td.3 - 4. 
rt was not considered practicable to gain thi s informa ti on from a ll the 
participating schools ; but this is a fair sampling of them. 
probably the best way to set out this Chap t e r ,/ill be to follow 
the order of the relevant ~uestionna ire a nd set out the mat e ria l gained 
a. s a nswers to the various q_uestions as ed in it. As the su,Jrnary of the 
ans wers to ·the fir s t ~uesti on takes up wuch s pace it is necessary to 
begin a new pa ge. 
) 3. 
The following t ables summarise the f a vourite subjects of child ren in the 
various classes studied. The l e tter ' X' ind ica tes tha t pupils had not 
studi ed that p a rticular s ection of the courses a t the Museum. The school s 
c:.. r e lettered from A to F , a nd a re g iven in the s ame order each time. 
BIHDS 
PLACINGS A B C D E F T 
1st. 4 3 7 5 23 2 
2nd. 4 7 9 18 1 3 0 51 22·85% 
3rd. 8 10 1 2 6 3 0 3 9 17·47% 
4th. 9 17 , 14 8 0 1 4 9 21· 95% 
jth. 6 3 4 5 0 0 18 8 • 06% 
6th . 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 • 90 ~ 
X 0 1 2 0 1 16 20 8• % ~ 
PLANTS 
PIACINGS A B C D .I!, le TOTAl..S 
1st. 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 
2nd . 1 0 0 2 12 0 1 5 6 " 72 % 
3rd. 0 1 0 1 17 0 1 9 8 · 51 Jc, 
4th . 1 2 0 7 3 0 13 5 · 82 % 
5th. 5 4 0 10 0 1 20 8 • 96 % 
6th . 21 1 0 6 0 0 28 12 • ) 4 % 
X 3 33 48 16 6 18 124 55 · 55 7o 
Thus, in the cha rt on choice on Birds, we s ee that in S chool A, 
4 pupils pla ced it in 1st p l a ce, 4 in 2nd p l a ce, 8 in 3r d p lace, ~ in 
4th pla ce; a nd so on up to 6th pla ce. 
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY 0 ~ 
WELLINGTON LIBRAl\Yc 
AUSTRALIA 
PLACINGS A .d C D E .F TOTALS ~~. O:E' GROUP. 
1st. 13 13 16 14 0 10 66 C.'::1•){'fo 
2nd. 10 11 10 1 0 0 2 43 19· 26% 
3rd. 4 9 7 10 1 3 34 15· 23 ~ 
4th. 3 6 6 4 0 4 23 10·30% 
5th. l 2 8 2 0 0 13 5•82% 
6th. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0• 00% 
X 0 0 1 4 39 0 44 1 9.71 5; 
J.NSECTS 
TOTALS %ge. PLACI NGS A B C D ii: J:i° OF GROUP .• 
1 s t. 2 0 0 1 0 1 4 l· { ':J'}o 
2nd . 0 2 2 4 1 5 14 6·27% 
3rd. 4 2 5 15 2 5 33 14·78% 
4th. 8 6 1 3 6 3 6 42 18• 82 ~ 
5th. 14 5 27 10 2 1 59 26·43% 
6th. 3 2 0 6 0 0 11 4 • 93 /<' 
X 0 24 1 2 32 1 60 26• 885" 
P Tt. f" TN C.: 1.1 ~ (' n 
g~fu SfiOHE ,., 1? TOTALS ~e . O:E' GROUP. 
1st. 4 12 9 2 0 2 29 TZ· '::J'::J ;c 
2nd. 4 7 11 4 2 7 35 15•68% 
3rd. 9 9 15 7 2 7 49 21•9 5% 
4th. 8 6 8 12 1 2 37 16• 58 % 
5th. 3 5 5 6 0 0 19 8· 51 ~ 
6th. 2 1 0 ,.2 0 1 6 2•69 % 
X 1 1 0 l i!J 35 0 48 21.50% 
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MAORIS. 
fLAC,J ~ B C D .B .Ii, TOTAJ::§ ~.!._Q!_GHOUf. 
1st. 9 13 16 20 15 4 77 34•30% 
' ii 
2nd. lJ. 14 15 6 10 5 61 27 • 337i 
3rd . 7 10 9 5 5 4 40 17 • 92 % 
4th. 2 3 5 2 0 6 18 8•06% 
5th. 2 1 3 2 0 0 8 3°.?8% 
6th. 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,. 0 0•00% 
X 0 0 0 9 10 0 19 8•51% 
A clearer picture of the , t<ntal picture which these scores show 
is gained by finding the mean placing for each subject. This is done 
simply by scoring one point for each first placing ror a subject, two 
for each secon~ placing and so on down to six for each sixth placing. 
The resultant total of all the placings is then divided by the total 
number of pupils in the particular group giving the placing. This 
method produced the following results; the subjects in this table being 
ranked in order of preference: 
SUBJ~CT TOTAL O:B' PLACI GS ,-, N Pi.ACE ---- -----
0 IS 431/204 2•113 1 
AUST.HALIA 411/179 2•296 2 
BIRDS .?61/203 2·701 3 
SEA AND SHOl-u:!; LIF.!£ )25/175 3•000 4 
INSECTS 660/163 4·o4~ 5 
PLANTS 411/99 4•152 6 
we must now proceed to an anlysis of the reasons for these vary-
ing likes and dislikes. 
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The following two tables summaris e the reasons for pupils' choices 
of the subjects they liked most and least respectively; 
.tlliASO S FOH FAVOURITE SUBJECT • 
TUTALS. ~ge. GROUP. 
MOST I ~TEHESTING 24 L28 35 34 34 34 l ( .L f b • 61~ .. 
L:t<.;ARNED 110ST 0 0 \4 7 3 3 17 7•42% 
NO HEASON STATED 0 4 2 1 3 0 10 4•48% 
ABOUT OUH OVN LAND 2 5 0 0 0 0 7 3• 14% 
OST ENJOYABLE 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 1•7 9% 
ABOUT OTHER LANDS 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 l• 79% 
D IF.lrnRENT CLOTHING 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 1·34% 
GEOGRAPHY 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0•90% 
HELPJ£D AT oCHOOL 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0• 9oi 
FOND OF ANI ALS 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0•45% 
FOND OF NATURE STUDY 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0•4J ~ 
WELL TAUGHT 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0·45% 
It was expec~ted that the main re a son for naming a subject a s the 
favourite one would be that it was the one which pup ils gained most 
enjoyment from. This proved to be the ca se. It should be stated that 
some of the r easons g iven have been grouped together unde r just the one 
heading. For instance, liked and 'thought it was good', were taken as 
being fairly well synonymous with enjoyed, in the child's vocabulary . 
UNINTERESTING 
0 REASON STATED 
LEA.HNED NOTHING NEW 
DISLIKED 
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11 ~30 22 27 24 11 
1 7 7 3 10 3 
1 1 8 1 5 0 
0 0 5 4 1 4 
WORDS USED W~Rl£ TOO HAHD , 12 
UNCl..ASSIFIABIJ:!; 0 
COULDN'T UNDERSTAND 
TOO MUCH IN IT 
COULDN'T R:ii:MEMBEH 
C GULDN IT Sl!;E 
MISSED ATT~NDING 
31 
16 
14 
13 
8 
7 
5 
2 
1 
1 
13·89% 
7•17% 
6•27% 
3. 595; 
3·14% 
2 • 247; 
0•90% 
0•45% 
O• 45 f~ 
Similar comments apply to the results listed under this table 
as to the previous one on favourite subjects. The reasons we re again 
grouped to a certain justifiable extent. The last reason from a child 
who missed seeing the subject is hard to understand. However, it is 
recorded more as a matter of interest. 
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In the answers to 4.uestion 4, a very wide range of suggested 
subjects was covered. It is not proposed to set out all of these in the 
table whi ch follows, but only the first 10 subjects. Some of these 
listed by the pupils were only mentioned once or twice, and these are 
not tabulated, but listed after the main table. 
OTHER SUBJBCTS WANTI£D BY PUPILS 
'"107" AJ..S 
NONE 0 9 3 6 19 3 40 
A ·1 AALS 10 4 3 8 6 5 36 
OTHEH LANDS 4 7 9 7 3 5 35 
J:"ISH 2 3 8 9 1 2 25 
ANATOMY 1 2 2 7 6 0 18 
EGYPT 0 4 13 0 0 0 17 
ARMOUH 0 1 2 1 11 0 15 
PLANTS 0 2 2 2 0 0 6 
HISTORY 2 4 0 0 0 0 6 
HO~{ THINGS BEGAN 0 0 0 0 3 2 5 
INSl!..CTS 1 3 0 0 0 0 4 
TRANSPORT 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 
KAURI GUM 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
For the following subjects there were two children who wanted 
to study them: cotton, Maori weapons and steel ; while for these there was 
one: Horses, Maori canoes, Reptiles , Timber, Farming, Greenstone , Ships, 
shells, Gold, Jewels, coal, paper, weaving, Paper, and Waitomo caves. 
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A few comments on these choices are necessary. The main table 
is divided into two sections to show in the first part those which were 
demanded most. The interest in armour was probably aroused by the suits 
of armour which are not yet replaced in their proper position, and are 
passed by pupils on their way to the various rooms where they are study-
ing their set subjects. It might be ~ossible for the 1 useum to provide 
some material in connection with the stud of other countries , especially 
in view of the proposed new social studies syllabus. 
EASE OF REMEMBERING: 
Of the total of 223 cases studied, 110 reported that 
they found it easy to remember the material studied; 65 found it hard; 
while 48 found it sometimes hard and sometimes easy. These numbers were 
fairly evenly divided among the six class groups participating. It is 
perhaps a fair criticism of this question tha:t pupils would tend to 
think that they should find it easy to remember things and answer the 
~uestion accordingly • 
. 
BOOKS aND Tllli_LIBBAHY: 
Of the children studied, 85 belonged to the Public 
or other library; in most cases it would be the central Library, but 
some reported as belonging to a suburban branch of the public Library . 
138 did not belong to the Library. 168 children had not bothered to 
borrow books telling them more on the subjects studied, while 55 had . 
This is really quite a large proportion if it is accurate . It would have 
been a good idea in this general ;uestionnaire to have as~ed what books 
on the subjects the children had read. 
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CHILDhEN 1 S OPINIO SON THE FILMS SEEN: 
In view of the large number of 
children who had not seen some of the films, the results will not be set 
out in a full table, but summarised. 
There were five film titles listed, 
and the worK done on the regults was the same as for the pupils• listing 
of the preferences they had for the subjects studied. This procedure 
gave the following results: 
G.KEAT BA.k.l-fIER BEEF 328/180 - 1•823 
ANI LS OF TH~ A ~rtICAN WOODS 308/138 
TO- u.HRO ' S TIMB~H 475/188 
ANTS AND T~HMIT~S 300/100 
A I MALS UF THE OCh.Y SHOR.h; 260/84 
2·232 
2•525 
3•000 
3•095 
The fact that the film on the 
Great Barrier Reef was placed as first preference more than any of the 
others is probably due to the dual facts that it 1as in colour and was 
directl concerned with the material being studied . 
UTHE.ft l•IL v.S lANTl!iD: 
v Thaii:. there is general satisfaction with the 
films seen is shown by the 1act that 153 out of the 223 children had no 
alternative desires in this line. ver often they actually wrote their 
aopreciation of the films, even though this was not directly asked of them 
in the question . There was such a diversity of' films wanted by those who 
did have wishes for other f"ilms, that it would be neither practicable nor 
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of much value to give a full tabulation of these. There were 13 who 
wanted more animal films, 12 who wanted 'Cowboys', and 5 who wanted 
films ab out other countries . The rest were all single choices, i.e., 
they only appeared once in all the question papers. They ranged from 
Mines to Murders, from Deserts to Hobin Hood, from films on pearling to 
ones on Boots. There was one which is really too good not to record:-
'Bud-abit and loo cos-terler. 1 After a few moments' staring at this, I 
realised that this was meant for the comedians,"Bud Abbott and Lou Cos-
tello~' 
COMPOS IT ION WRITING: ------------- This question was tramed to check indirectly on a 
suspicion I had that the only follow-up work many teachers did was to 
ask the pupils after a visit to write a Composition about it. 131 pupils , 
to my surprise, thought it was a good idea; 86 thought it wasn 1 t, while 
the remaining 6 expressed no opinion. 
Of those who thought it was a good idea; 73 did so 
because it helped them, or would he~p them to remember what they had 
r 
learned, 29 because it s~ed as a sort of test, 15 had no reason, 9 said 
it would make a 5 ood reference source, while 5 thought it helped their 
other composition work. 
The reasons of those who thought it a bad idea were: -
No reason - 30, Dislike composition - 28, Unable to Remember - 25, and 
waste Of Time - 3. Most of the children had these answers in agreement 
with the rest of their answers in this questionnaire. 
b2. 
out of all the children studied, there were but 11 who did not 
like going to the Museum. 3 of these 11 were the ones who later report-
ed as having no favourite school subject. Most probably they were in the 
class of rare children these days who like almost nothing at school. 
Thus there were 212 children who did like going to the Museum . 01· these 
some 20 expressed their appreciation by the use of extra phrases, such 
as, 'very much 1 1 or 'It is most enjoyable.' 
While the classification of favourite school-subjects is not of 
immediate direct relevance, it is of sufficient general interest to 
'' justify its inclusion here. 
FAVOUHITE SCHOOL SUBJECT 
AHITHMETIC 49 
b PELL ING 3 7 
SOCIAL STUDIES 35 
ART 32 
COMPOSITION 11 
NATUHE STUDY 10 
DHAM 8 
H.1£ADING 8 
.c.NGLISH 7 
RITING 7 
CRAFT ) 
SINGING 4 
NONE 3 
63. 
~CHOOL GAMI!;S 3 
SEWING ~3 
ALL 1 
I thin that this Chapter may fairly be summed up by saying 
number of 
that among the overwhelming /children who attend in their classes, there 
is real appreciation of the things they learn at the Museum, and I also 
think that it is reasonable to assume that the work has a value for the 
children in direct proportion to that appreciation and interest, which, 
as we have seen,must vary from child to child. 
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TEACHERS' OPI IONS ON THE 1USEU 'SWOR. 
As was mentioned previously, it was felt to be only right in a 
survey of this nature that the teachers concerned in it should be given 
some opportunity for at least a partial expression of their opinions 
on the work the Museum does for their classes. There were 34 teachers 
who completed the questionnaire and returned it. As I did in the 
section on Children's Opinions, I propose to go through the questions 
asked of teachers, one by one. 
1. There seemed to be general desire for some City system of 
circulating Nature study specimens, and social s tudies' specimens, as 
32 out of 34 said they would like it to be done. 2 others did not 
desire it, remarking what is quite true, that the country schools should 
be the first to benefit from this service. 
2. 30 teachers found that the Museum provided suitable material 
for their Nature study work; 2 found the work unsuitable, and 2 did not 
answer this question. In social studies the proportions were 24, 8, and 
2 in the respective sections. 
3. The question as to whe\j:ler the lessons were just extras to 
the ordinary school ature study and social studies work was answered 
in the affirmative by 4 for Nature study, and 14 for social studies. 
2 others did not answer, and the remainder replied in the negative. The 
Museum work thus seems to be generally appreciated , by t~ers. 
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5. All the teachers thought that pupils learned sufficient facts 
in Nature study; and all but 2 thought that they did in Social Studies . 
,.,., u•h As the Museum does not provide e:rry real Social Studies material, there 
is evidence of confusion of thought as to what Social studies really are. 
6. All but three teachers found that the Nature Study work done 
at the 1 useum could be adequately prepared for, and two that it was not 
suitable for classroom follow-up work . 
7. While many teachers said that they could give instances of 
pupils' interests having been aroused or fostered by the work done, few 
of them bothered to state what tpese instances were . Of those who did, 
the fallowing summarises their instances:- four schools reported that the 
pupils had studied insects either by bringing specimens or by watching 
their life cyclE?s; one gave instances of pupils bringing kauri -gum 
specimens; one mentioned the continuing interest of pupils as shown in 
their Morning Talk topics; and one school reported the pupils had brought 
along eggs and nests of the birds studied. Perhaps this was due to the 
wording of the question concerned. 
8 . Ten teachers were not perfectly satisfied with the Museum 
work. Only five of these gave their reasons for this dissatisfaction. 
These will be summarised in the next paragraph on Questions 9 and 10. 
9 & 10. The following were the suggestions for improvements 
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1. Duplicated notes for pupils after a visit. 
2. A wider range of subjects to choose from. 
3. Film strips dealing directly with the lesson matter . 
4. Use of a blackboard for new words used. 
5. Small coloured book to aid in the identification of New 
zealand moths , butterflies and more common insects. 
6. More questioning of pupils, including printed Questionnaires 
to check on the ~ount learned. 
As the Museua1 1 s Education Officer • s Annual Report already 
envisages many of these suggested improvements as soon as the Museum is 
returned to its normal state, much comment is not needed. I do think 
that the suggestions numbere~ 1, 3 and 6 are worthy of some consideration. 
4. The question of extra subjects desired by teachers has not 
yet been dealt with . Like their pupils they covered a wide range in 
their requests. Two wanted a study of germination in plants ; while N.Z. 
Flora , and wild animals, found one supporter each. In Social s tudies 
the range \1as even wider . It included other lands, History Of Discovery , 
Occupations of other ~eople, Mountain Building , World's Food , Clothing, 
Hydro- electricity, and Astronomy. rt can here be said that in this 
connection the Museum is already planning courses on life in other lands, 
and discovery. 
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In order to complete the picture of opinions on the work, it was 
necessary to seek the opinions of those actually engaged in organising 
and administering the instructional work . 
1. There was agreement that very few} and probably no schools 
benefited from the work as much as the instructors would like. The 
reasons were analysed as: 
(a) The scope of lessons is limited by the 
present somewhat chaotic condition 01· the v1useum 1 s exhibits. 
(b) There are natural variations in the teaching 
ability of the Training College students taking the lessons. Some are 
first and some are second year students in any case. 
(c) The present lessons are more isolated topics 
than integrations with the Nature study and social Studies syllabuses. 
This will be remedied when the new schemes are published . 
ld) Inade uate preparation work by the teachers 
is evidEonced b:') pupils' bewilderment on arrival at the Museum . Some do 
not even know when they arrive, which lessons they are going to take. 
(e) Inadequate follow-up work which means that 
the value of a 1core1 lesson such as, ' What is an insecV', is largely 
lost a nd pupils have to have extensive revision when they arrive for the 
next lesson in the series. 
2. There appears to be genuine interest among teachers but the 
expression of this varies. very few are sufficiently interested to take 
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notes of what is said in the various lessons. Perhaps they already 
know it all! A-further criticism of misdirected interest lies in the 
lack of follow-up work which the Museum staff finds apparent. Again 
some teachers openly admit to the s taff that the lessons 'do not really 
fit in' with their main schemes of worK. A few teachers do not even 
go to both classes with their groups, but regard it as a respite from 
ordinary class room teaching. 
3. Only in isolated justifiable cases do teachers not even come 
with their classes to the Museum. 
4. The staff considered, fairly, I think, that until there was 
more co-ordination of their work with revised schemes, teachers• wishes, 
and the full range of Museum material available, not much more could be 
done to rouse teachers' interests. When conditions return to a more 
normal state the Staff propose to:- {a) advertise their'wares' to the 
schools, (b) where it is impracticable for 
schools to attend the Museum to take lessons to them, provided transport 
can be arranged, and (c) seek the help of the controlling 
authorities of the Museum in ensuring that ample space is available to 
display materials re~uired for lessons. 
5. Under present circumstances the staff consider that they 
suggest sufficient preparation work. With this I agree. When the 
lessons are co-ordinated more fully with teachers' main work, it will be 
possible for the lessons to be seen more in their right perspective. 
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In future it is hoped to provide full lesson notes and illustrated leaf-
lets. The following quotation from the Educational Officer's remarks 
is pertinent here:- "Our ultimate aim is to be able to give any lesson 
on our list as near as possible to the time the individual teacher desires 
rnent.s it. Visiting programmes will not be worked out in advance, but appoint1 
made as is done, for example, with a dentist. 11 
6. The staff state that they consider the lessons contain enough 
material forample follow-up work, while the importance of this aspect is 
always stressed with the students who are to take the lessons. In point 
of fact, I have always found that they do not stress this enough with 
the classes. Nevertheless, I think that the average teacher will find 
ample in the lessons to build up their following work. 
7. Most teachers, the proportion being estimated at three 
quarters, go with their classes to the lessons in the Museum itself. 
8. The general remarks record the facts that the main weakness 
at present is the necessary dependence on students to take the lessons, 
and in the case of many schools the transport difficulty is fully appre-
ciated. One member of the staff considered that the present time was 
scarcely opportune for an evaluation of the educational value of the 
Museum's work. A further investigation after say two years of fully 
normal operations would undoubtedly be of great value. 
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GENE.HAL CONCLUSIONS. 
There is not very much to say in this final chapter, as strictly 
speaking the future possibilities of the Museum's work lie outside the 
scope of this investigation of things as they are. Some indication of 
what these future developments may well betas already been giveu in any 
case. The Education Department is fully cognisant of the fact that the 
work is of great value. From my own point of view, I feel that thiF ~ 
small survey has fully vindicated the general impression. 
What the future will hold depends with almost equal importance 
on Museum Authorities, Educational staff attached to Museums, teachers 
concerned with the work, and the attitude of the genera l public to the 
gene r al idea of the work. It opens up new vistas of work which will 
ae~elep more fully if we want them to. 
Finally, I feel that I must again stress that nobody realises 
more than I do the inadequacies of this work. Nevertheless, I feel that 
to some extent it is of both interest and value. 
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LECTURE NOTES FOR TEACHERS. 
(These are a sample of the type of notes given} 
FOftEST INHABITING BIRDS: 
The birds to be studied for identification, habits 
and habitat are those that are readily observed in or about Wellington. 
Imported birds, e.g., House sparrow, hedge sparrow, starling, yellow 
hammer, may be observed within the precincts of the school ground, while 
native birds, e.g., Pied Fantail, Bellbird, Silvereye, Rifleman, may be 
seen at Wilton 1 s Bush or Day 1 s Bay. 
\ HAT IS AN INSECT?: 
This talk is a description of what is an insect and 
what distinguishes it from other arthropods, namely spiders, crabs, 
millipedes, etc. A quick review will be g iven of the different types, 
their enorm~us numbers, their protective adaptations, and their vital 
importance to man. 
SEA BIRDS: 
~----- The birds to be stud~ed are those that are readily observed 
around the Wel l ington coasts. These will include the following:- Black-
backed Gull, Red-billed gull, White-fronted Terns, Giant Petrel, Blue 
Penguin, Gannet, Black Shag, Banded Dottrel, and Godwit. 
MAORI FOOD: ------- This talK will cover the methods of Maori agriculture, f ishing, 
bird snaring, and also the methods of preparing their food. 
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(Covering letter sent to participating schools, befo r e questionnaires) 
I NVESTIGATION OF_THE DOMINION MUSEUM' S WORK. 
Your co-operation is sought in the undertaking of this 
research, which aims at finding out just what the factual results of the 
Museum's work are. You have been sent: 
( a) 
(b) 
(c) 
You are requested to follow the fol1owing procedure in 
administration: 
(a) Test A/B to be on Tuesday, 5th August, 
{b) Test C/D to be on Wednesday , 6th August, 
(c) Test E/F t o be on Thursday, 7th August, 
( d) Attitude Test to be on Friday, 8th August. 
Please see that the pupils do not converse during the admin-
istration of the tests. When the papers are handed out, pupils should be 
permitted to read them. Only questions relevant to meanings of words or 
phrases should be answered. Ink may be ueed, but clear pencil is prefer-
able. Please collect and keep all unused papers. The papers are to be 
taken back to Training Collegefby the students in your s chool. If you 
require any further in1·ormation, please ring me at school -------, or 
h ome--------------. 
Your s sincerely, 
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~ ESTIONNAI.RE ON SUBJECTS AL~ 
1. Why do some birds have webbed-feet? 
2. Does a bird have any teeth? 
3. \/hat is one way in which a bird's method of breathing is different 
from ours? 
4. In what way are birds different from all other animals? 
5. Why does not a forest-bird fall off a twig, even when it goes to sleep? 
6. Why didn't the early Maoris eat the sparrow for food? 
7. what are the names of two New Zealand birds that are mainly swimmers? 
8. Why does a wading-bird have toes that are very wide apart? 
9. Why didn't other a nimals kill the ki wis and moas, which couldn't fly, 
before the Maoris came? 
10. What is· the main reason why birds have differently shaped beaks? 
11. Is as much of r ew Zealand covered in f orest now as there was in 1840? 
12. Why do you think the early settlers burned trees off a greater space 
than ~hey needed for their homes and farms? 
13. What are two main reasons why we in New Zealand have had to replant 
trees where they were cut down or burnt off? 
14. Is the macrocarpa tree a New Zealand native? 
15. Would you call rimu a soft or a hard wood? 
16. Vhat is one use of white-pine or kahikatea? 
17. Does a fully-grown kauri tree have branches g rowing very low down on 
its trunk? 
18. What is unusual about the bark of the bark of the kauri-tree? 
19. Is there any large kauri forest still lef t in New Zealand? 
20. What is tawa used widely for these days? 
NAME : ...................... AGE : ••••••• CLASS : --- -----
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~UESTIONNAIRE ON SUBJECTS C/D 
1. What are two kinds of food that the Australian aborigines would find 
in Australia? 
2. In what kind of house does the Australian Aborigine live? 
3. Does the Australian aborigine know how to write the language that he 
speaks? 
4. What are two ornaments of the Australian aborigine? 
5. From what is coral made? 
6. Where is the Great Barrier Reef? 
7. For what is the 'Beche-de-Mer 1 , or sea-cucumber, caught on the Great 
Barrier Reef used? 
8. How do we know that the wallaby is a close relation to the kangaroo? 
9. What are two unusual facts about the ducK-billed platypus? 
lo. Does the koala bear eat any kind of meat? 
11. How many legs does an insect have? 
12. Are spiders insects? 
13. vhat is one insect that is very useful to man? 
14. What are two ways in which insects protect themselves? 
15. What is the difference between the ways in which a grasshopper and a 
butterfly grow up? 
16. What are two ways in which you can tell a moth from a butterfly? 
17. Why does a bee have a sting? 
18. What are the names of three kinds of moth found in New zealand? 
19. What is the most important job of the queen-bee in a beehive? 
20. In what way do bees help the farmer and the flower-gardener? 
NAME: ........................ CL.ASS: ••••••••••• AGE: 
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Si,!!ESTIONNAI~ ON SUBJECTS.2JLE• 
1. What is one swimming bird that is commonly found about Wellington? 
2. What are two common types of gull that are found in New Zealand? 
3. Why is the mutton-bird so good to boil down for keeping as food supply? 
4. Why does the godwit have a very long beak? 
5. How does the starfish digest his food? 
6. Why is the starfish always able to open an oyster? 
7 • What are two kinds of shellfish that have two 'valves' or shells? 
8. Why is the hermit crab given that name? 
9. What is another animal in the same family group as an octopus? 
10. Where would you expect to find limpets? 
11. What did the Maoris use for lining the insides of their meeting-houses? 
12. Do Maori carvings have any meaning, or are they just designs? 
13. Why was the whare pataka, or food, store-house built off the ground? 
14. What plant did the Maoris use more 01· than any other for making clothes and baskets? 
lJ. What were three common types of Maori kahu, or cloak? 
16. What was one method wbich the Maoris used for dyeing their poi dancing skirts black? 
17. Who did the weaving of Maori clothes? 
18. What were two birds commonly used as food by the Maoris? 
19. Did the Maoris steam or roast their food in the ovens? 
20. What was the vegetable used most by the Maoris? 
NAME • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• CLASS: ••••••••• 
76. 
ATTITUDE ~UESTIONNAIRE. 
\fF YOU THINK THAT MORE THAN ONE OF THE SUGGESTED ANS{bHS IS CORRECT, GIVE THE ON~ THAT SE.EMS TO YOU THB MOST PHOBABLE.) 
1. Which one of these three ways do you think is the best to tell if two 
birds are different kinds~ 
( ) by listening to their songs? 
( ) by their general appearance? 
( ) by the way they fly? 
2. we know that the starling is not a native of New Zealand because: 
( ) he was brought here by the early settlers? 
( ) he hasn 1 t a Maori name? 
3. If you saw a Kiwi that wasn't in the zoo, the most inportant thing to try to remember about it would be: 
( ) the shape of its beaK? 
( ) the food it was eating? 
( ) exactly when and where you saw it? 
4. we should· learn the names of our common native trees, because: 
( ) we can tell them to our mothers and fathers? 
( ) we can then tell which tree is which? 
( ) they belong to our own country? 
5. New Zealand kauri forests should be used for building purposes because: 
( ) some people say it's a good idea? 
6. We plant 
7. We should 
( ) they take up too much room? people? 
( ) there isn't enough other timber to build houses for the/ 
trees on Arbor Day because: 
( ) it 1 s the best day in the year for tree-planting? 
( ) people need reminding just how useful trees are? 
( ) the newspapers all say we should do it? 
be interested in Australian aborigines because: 
( ) not all people live in the same way as we do? 
( ) they know how to use a boomerang properly? 
( ) they live in Australia? 
8. People dive for pearl-oysters mainly to: 
( ) find pearls to sell for money? 
( ) see how deep they can dive in the water? 
( ) see how long they can stay under the water? 
77. 
9. The kangaroo is interesting because: 
( ) it's an Australian animal? 
( ) its newly born baby is carried in a pouch? 
( ) it is the national animal animal of Australia? 
10. The main reason why people study insects is to: 
( ) see if they can be used for ~ood? 
{ ) find out their names? 
{ ) try and learn all they can about the animals that live 
in our world? 
11. Moths are different from butterflies because: 
( ) people need to be able to tell them apart? 
( ) they are not in the same family group? 
( ) they are not the same? 
12. Beekeepers keep bees mainly because: 
( ) The bees can 1 t keep themselves? 
( ) they earn money by selling the honey? 
( ) they like showing people their beehives? 
13. The penguin can•t swim properly if he gets oil on his feathers because: 
( ) he can•t see properly? 
( ) it makes him almost too heavy for his flippers to move 
him along? 
( he can•t then breathe very well? 
14. We really shouldn't call a starfish a fish because: 
( ) he hasn•t a backbone? 
( ) we don't use hitffor food? 
( ) his mouth is underneath his body? 
15. The whale is not a fish because: 
( ) its bones are much too big? 
( ) its fat or blubber, is used for making oil? 
( ) it has warm blood? 
16. Fish stay under the water to breathe because: 
( ) they get from the water what other animals get from 
the air? 
( ) it•s too far for them to come to the surface? 
( ) they prefer to breathe that way? 
17. Maori food-houses were built off the ground because: 
( ) they wanted to keep animals out? 
( ) it was easier to make them that way? 
( ) there was plenty of timber for them to use? 
78. 
18. Maori men were tattooed because: 
( ) they liked having it done? 
( ) it was a custom of the Maoris? 
( ) the tattooers wanted some work to do? 
19. If you saw a bird flying round that you had never seen before, would 
you: 
( ) take no notice of it? 
( ) try to find out its name? 
( ) look carefully at it to try and remember all you 
possibly could about it? 
20. The early Maoris did not eat mutton because: 
( ) they preferred birds and fish? 
( ) they didn•t know how to kill sheep? 
( ) there were no sheep in New Zealand then? 
NAME : •••••••••••••••••••••• AGE: . ....... . 
79. 
~UESTIONNAIRE ON ATTITUDB TO MUSEUM vOHK. 
1. From these topics taught at the Museum, arrange them in the order in which you liked learning them. Any that you have not had at the Museum, mark with an x. put a 1 by the topic you liked most, a 2 by your second choice, and so on down to 6: 
BIRDS 
PLANTS 
AUSTRAl.IA 
INSECTS 
SEA AND SHORE LIFE 
MA.ORIS 
2. Why did you like the best things so much •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
3. Why did you like the worst things so little ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
4. What other subjects than these, if any, would you like to study at the Museum ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
5. Do you find it hard or easy to remember the things you learn at the Museum ••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
6. Do you ever borrow books from the public, or other library, that tell you ~ore about the things you learn at the Museum ••••••••••••••• ? 
7. Do you belong to the public Library •••••••••••••••• ? 
8. Do the same for these films if you saw them at the Museum as you did in ~uestion 1: 
TO- [0HHOW 1 S TIMBER 
ANTS AND TERMITES 
ANIMALS OF TH~ ttOCKY SHOliE 
GREAT BARRIER .FlliEF (Colour Film) 
ANIMALS OF THE ROCKY SHORE 
9. If you don't like these pictures, what sort would you rather see •••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
O. Do you think it is a good idea to have to write a composition after you have been for a Museum visit? Give reasons for your answer ••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1. What is your favourite subject at school •••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
12. Do you like or dislike going on class visits to the Musel,Ull? •••••••••••• 
..................... C l.J\.SS : ••••••••••••• AGE: 
so. 
~ESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS. 
1. Would you like the Museum to provide a loan service to schools of: 
(a) Nature study specimens ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
(b) social studies specimens ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
2. noes the Museum provide suitable material for your 
(a) Nature study work • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ? 
(b) social studies work •••••..•••.•.•••••• ? 
3. Are the Museum lessons just extras to your 
ta) Nature study work ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
(b) social studies work .••..•....•...••••• ? 
4. r hat other topics in (a) Nature study ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
(b) social studies ••••••••••••••••••• ? would you like the Museum to have lessons in? 
5. no you consider that your pupils learn enough facts in: 
(a) Nature Study ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
(b) social studies •••••••••.••••.•••• ? 
to justify these visits? 
6. Do you think that the Nature study material covered lends itself to 
(a) suitable preparation work ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
(b) suitable follow-up work •••••••••••••••••••? 
7. Can you give any instances you actually know of where pupils interests have been fostered or engendered by the work done? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ? 
8. Are you perfectly satisfied with the present . work done at the 
Museum • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ? 
~. Have you any suggestions for the improvement of the Mus eum's Nature 
Study work • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • ? 
lo. Have you any suggestions for the improvement of the Museum's social Studies work ••••••••••••••••••• ? 
••••••••••••••••• School. 
bl. 
MUSEUM STAFF ~UESTIONNAIRE. 
1. Would you say that none, most, or all of the schools participating, gain 
as much benefit as you would like them to from the Museum's work? 
2. Are many teachers really interested in the work you do with their classe~ 
or do most of them just •tag along'? 
3. Is there a very high incidence of teachers who do not even come with 
their classes? 
4. Have you any suggestions of ways in which, if necessary, teachers 
could be made more conscious of the value of your work? 
5. Do you consider that you make sufficient suggestions of preparation 
work to be done? 
6. Do you consider that you suggest sufficient 'follow-up• work? 
7. Do many teachers not go with their classes to the lesson-periods? 
8. Have you any other suggestions or remarks to make? 
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